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THE DECOMPOSITIONS OF SCHUR COMPLEXES
HYOUNGJ.KO
ABSTRACT. This paper presents a method for finding the characteristic-free
Pieri type decompositions of Schur modules, Weyl modules, and Schur complexes. We also introduce several new combinatorial rules for computing the
Littlewood-Richardson coefficients.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of finite-free resolutions, modular representations, invariant theory, and algebraic geometry over fields of positive characteristics has led to the
characteristic-free representation theory of the general linear group. Several
authors constructed and investigated the representations of the general linear
group over fields of arbitrary characteristics (see, for instance, [5]), but the
question is far from being completely understood. Recently, it has been recognized that those constructions can be adequately adapted in order to make sense
over arbitrary commutative rings; Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman [1, 2] have
introduced and studied the Schur and Weyl functors which tum out to be the
natural generalizations to commutative rings of the constructions of the classical
representations of the general linear group given by 1. Schur and H. Weyl, respectively. These functors are universally free and give rise to modules-Schur
and Weyl modules-which are isomorphic over fields of characteristic zero,
but are far from being isomorphic over the integers. Furthermore, Schur and
Weyl modules are indecomposable, but they are not, in general, irreducible over
commutative rings. Moreover, this important development admitted a natural
generalization to S:chur complexes, whose usefulness is abundant. For instance,
Schur complexes playa central role in the resolutions of determinantal varieties
[2, 8]. This forces us to further study Schur complexes. One way to study
Schur complexes is to look for complex-theoretic versions of classical character
relations for the general linear group. We shall first specialize our questions
in terms of modules. Let F denote a finitely generated free module over a
commutative ring R with an identity. Then, the Schur module L)./pF and the
Weyl module K)./pF are naturally GL(F)-modules. If R is a field of characteristic zero, we have the direct sum decompositions L)./pF =

E C~vLvF

and
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K;'/fJ.F =

E C~vKvF

for suitable partitions v of weight IAI-l.ul, and suitable

coefficients C~v [2, 3]. In general, the above decompositions hold only up to
filtration because the direct sum decompositions are natural only in characteristic zero. To extend such decompositions to the more general case in which the
ground field is replaced by an arbitrary commutative ring, we need to describe
those partitions v by means of a filtration natural in every characteristic, and
the coefficients C~v in an efficient way.
With this example in mind, we will now sketch the outline of this article.
§2 covers the basic definitions and some of the important properties utilized
in the main body of the paper.
In §3, we prove the analog for Schur complexes of the Pieri formulas for
symmetric functions (or Schubert cycles). More precisely, let ¢: G - F be
any homomorphism of finitely generated free modules over a commutative ring
R. Then we construct universal filtrations of the Schur complexes L;./(p)¢ and
L;./W)¢ whose associated graded complexes are the direct sums of Schur complexes of the type which results in the classical case. Specializing our results,
we obtain the characteristic-free Pieri type decompositions of Schur modules,
Weyl modules, and Schur complexes.
§4 provides efficient algorithms for computing features of the LittlewoodRichardson coefficients C~v'
2. SCHUR COMPLEXES
Shape matrices. In this section, we will review some of the basic facts and give
some of the basic notation that will be used throughout. For proofs and details,
we refer the reader to the papers [1, 2] of the bibliography.
A partition is a nonincreasing sequence A = (AI' ... ,As) of nonnegative
integers Al ~ A2 ~ ... ~ As' We say that the number of its nonzero terms
is its length, /(A). The weight of a partition A is the sum of the terms of
A and is denoted by IAI. We will denote by N°O the set of all infinite sequences of nonnegative integers containing only a finite number of nonzero
terms. Given any finite sequence A = (AI' ... ,As) we may think of it as a sequence (AI' ... , As' 0, ... ) in N°O by extension with zeros at the end. Thus,
we will not distinguish between (AI' .,. ,As) and (AI' ... , As' 0, ... ) in N°O .
A relative sequence is a pair (A,.u) of sequences in N°O such that .u ~ A
meaning that .ui :::; Ai for all i. We will use the notation AI.u to represent
relative sequences. If both A and .u are partitions, then the relative sequence
AI.u will be called a skew partition. It is natural to think of a sequence A in
N°O as a relative sequence A/(O) by taking the zero sequence (0) = (0, 0, ... )
as the second member of the pair.
Suppose now that AI.u = (AI' ... , As)/(.u1 ' ... ,.us) is a skew partition. The
diagram of AI.u is defined to be the set of all ordered pairs (i, j) of integers
satisfying the inequalities 1 :::; i :::; S, .ui + 1 :::; j :::; Ai simultaneously. The
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shape matrix of AI f.l is an S x Al matrix A = (a i) defined by the rule
aij = {

~

if f.li + 1 ~ j ~ Ai '
otherwise.

As an example take A = (4, 3, 2) and f.l = (2, 1). Then the shape matrix of
AI f.l is

and the diagram of AI f.l is

where each dot represents an ordered pair (i, j). It is often convenient to
replace the dots by squares, in which case the diagram is

I

l
In general, we define a shape matrix to be a finite matrix with zeros and ones as
entries. Given any relative sequence AI f.l we can associate to AI f.l a diagram
and a shape matrix with the similar rules used for skew partitions. However, we
will usually not distinguish between a relative sequence AI f.l, its shape matrix
A = (aij) and its diagram 1l)./iJ.. The weight of a shape matrix A = (a ij ) of
a relative sequence AI f.l is defined to be IAI - If.ll and is denoted by IAI, or
simply IAI f.ll.
If A = (AI' A2 ' ... ) E N:' is _a p~rtition then its_conjugate or transpose is
defined to be the partition A = (AI' A2 , ... ) where Aj is the number of terms
of A which are greater than or equal to j. Similarly, if A = (a i ) is a shape
matrix we define the transpose At := A = (aij) of A in the usual way by taking
aij = a ji ·
Let A = (a i)

be an s x t shape matrix. We define the row sequence aA =
(aI' ... , as) of A by a i = 2:~=1 aij for i = 1, ... , s and the column sequence
bA to be al. Clearly bA = (b l , ••• , bt ) where bj = 2:;=1 aij for j = 1, ... , t.
That is, aA is just the sequence of row sums of A and bA is the sequence of
column sums of A.
Schur modules, Weyl modules, and Schur complexes. Let R be a commutative
ring and let cI>: G ---+ F be any homomorphism of finitely generated free Rmodules. We define the symmetric algebra Sci> on the map cI> to be the Hopf
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algebra AG ® SF and the exterior algebra A¢ on the map ¢ to be the Hopf
algebra DG®AF , where ® denotes the 'twisted' tensor product over R. The
element C¢ E G* ® F corresponding to the map ¢ E Hom R ( G, F) under the
natural isomorphism HomR(G, F) ~ G* ®F acts on both S¢ and A¢ making
them into complexes. In particular, C¢: AiG ® SJF - Ai-1G ® SJ+IF, where
C¢ E AG*®SF, and C¢: D;G®AJF - Di_1G®AJ+1F, where C¢ E SG*®AF.
Define Sp¢ to be the complex
p
c¢ i
c¢
0- A G - ... - A G ® Sp_iF - ... - G ® Sp_1F - SpF - 0

and define A P ¢ to be the complex
c¢
p-i
O-DpG- ... -DiG®A

c¢
p-l
p
F - ... - G®A
F -A F -0.

It is clear that S¢ = L,p?o Sp¢ and A¢ = L,p?o A P ¢. It can also be checked

that multiplication and comultiplication maps in S¢ and A¢ are compatible
with the boundary maps. The reader should keep in mind that if ¢ is a zero
map of 0 - F, then S¢ is just the usual symmetric algebra SF on F and A¢
is the exterior algebra AF on F. Similarly, if ¢ is the map of G - 0, then
S¢ is the exterior algebra AG on G and A¢ is the divided power algebra DG
on G. Note that So¢ = A0 ¢ is the trivial complex 0 - R _ 0 and Sl ¢ = A l ¢

is 0 - G .t F - 0 .
Now we let A be an s x t shape matrix and aA' bA to be the sequences of
row and column sums of A as we did before. We can then define a map of chain
complexes, called the Schur map, d A (¢) : AA ¢ - S1¢ to be the composition
AA¢ = AaA ¢ _ (Aa ll ¢ ® ... ® Aa lt ¢) ® ... ® (AaSI ¢ ® ... ® Aast¢)
~

(Aa ll ¢ ® ... ® AaSI ¢) ® ... ® (Aa lt ¢ ® ... ® Aast¢)

~

(Sail ¢ ® ... ® Sasl ¢) ® ... ® (Sa lt ¢ ® ... ® Sast ¢)

-Sb¢®",®Sb¢=Sb
¢=Sl¢'
I
t
A

where the first map is diagonalization, the second is the isomorphism rearranging terms, the third is the isomorphism identifying Aaij¢ with Saij ¢ (for
aij = 0 or 1), and the last map is multiplication. (Notice that we use only
formal properties of the Hopf algebras involved.) It should be observed that
the Schur map d A (¢) does not depend upon ¢, for only G and F are used.
Since each of the maps comprising d A (¢) is a map of complexes, the Schur
map dA (¢) is a natural transformation and a morphism of complexes. Hence,
its image is a complex and we make the following definition.
Definition 2.1. The image of d A (¢) , denoted by L A ¢, is called the Schur complex on ¢ associated to the shape matrix A. When A is the shape matrix of
a skew partition AI Ii, we write L)./)l¢ instead of L A ¢. It should be noted that
the Schur complexes LA ¢ are complexes of GL( G) x GL( F)-modules ("GL( ¢)complexes", for short).
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Notice that L A (_) is a functor from maps to complexes over R. If we restrict our attention to the maps of the form ¢>: 0 - F, then we write dA(F)
for d A(¢» and recover the usual Schur functor LAF on R-modules (in dimension zero) as the image of dA(F). When we view LAF as a GL(F)-module
in a natural way L AF will be referred to as the Schur module. Similarly, if
we restrict attention to the maps of the form ¢>: G - 0 we write dA(G) for
dA(¢» and obtain the Weyl (or Co schur) functor KAG (in dimension IAI) as
the image of dA(G). When viewed as a GL(G)-module KAG will be referred
to as the Weyl module.
Suppose now that ¢>: G - F is the direct sum ¢>I $ ¢>2 of two maps
¢>i:Gi-Fi' i= 1,2. By this we mean that G=G I $G2 , F=FI $F2 ,
and ¢>(gl' g2) = (¢>I (gl) , ¢>2 (g2))· For any nonnegative integer P we have the
direct sum decomposition
(1)

A P ¢> =

L

a+b=p

Aa¢>1 ®Ab¢>2

of chain complexes. If P = (PI' ... , p s ) is a sequence of nonnegative integers
of length s,. then (1) immediately yields a natural direct sum decomposition of
the chain complexes Ap¢> = API ¢> ® ... ® APs ¢> as follows

L

Ap¢> =
Aa¢>1 ® Ab¢>2 '
where the sum is taken over all sequences a = (aI' ... , as)' b = (b l ' ... , bs)
of nonnegative integers such that ai + b i = Pi for i = 1, ... , s. Fix integers a
and b such that a+b = IPI, and define Ap(¢>I' ¢>2: a, b) to be ~Aa¢>1 ®Ab¢>2
over all sequences a, b of length s satisfying a+ b = P, lal = a , and Ibl = b .
It follows from (2) that there is a direct sum decomposition
(2)

Ap¢> =

L

Ap(¢>I' ¢>2; a, b)

a+b=p

where P = IPI. The above discussion and definitions may be repeated with S
in place of A.
If A is a shape matrix, then we can apply the above discussion to the row
and column sequences of A to obtain natural direct sum decompositions
AA¢> =
SA¢>=

L

AA(¢>I' ¢>2; a, b),

L

SA(¢>1'¢>2;a,b)

a+b=IAI
a+b=IAI

of chain complexes. It is immediate from homogeneity that the Schur map

dA(¢» decomposes into a direct sum ~a+b=IAI dA(¢>I ' ¢>2; a, b) where each
dA(¢>I' ¢>2; a, b) is a map of complexes AA(¢>I' ¢>2; a, b) - S1(¢>1 ' ¢>2; a, b).
We can then define LA(¢>I ' ¢>2; a, b) to be the image of dA(¢>1 ' ¢>2; a, b) and

obtain the natural direct sum decomposition
(3)

of complexes.

LA¢> =

L

a+b=IAI

LA(¢>I' ¢>2; a, b)
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Standard basis theorem. Most of what is known about the functors LA (_) is
known in the case A = AI J.l is a skew partition. We will give a brief summary
of those properties which will be needed in this paper, beginning with the presentation of Schur complexes by generators and relations. (See [2] for details
and for references to treatments of related subjects.)
If A is a shape matrix of a skew partition AI J.l, we let Pj = Aj - J.lj for
1 ~ i ~ I(A) = s, and tj = J.lj - J.lj+l + 1 for 1 ~ i ~ s - 1 . For each i ~ s - 1
and rj ~ 0 , we have a map OJ:
APIr/J ® ... ® APj+tj+rjr/J ® APj+l-tj-rjr/J ® ... ® APsr/J ~ APIr/J ® ... ® APsr/J

defined by diagonalizing APj+tj+rjr/J into APjr/J ® Atj+rjr/J and then multiplying
Atj+r jr/J ® APj+l-tj-r jr/J into APj+1 r/J. We then define the map
0.l./tt(r/J): LAPIr/J® .. . ®APj+tj+rjr/J®APj+l-tj-rjr/J® .. . ®APsr/J ~ APIr/J® .. ·®APsr/J
i ,r;

to be the sum of all the above maps q as we let i range from 1 to s - 1 , and
the nonnegative integer rj range from 0 to Aj+1 - J.lj - 1. It is shown in [2]
that d.l./tt(r/J)0.l./tt(r/J) = O. Hence, if we set L.l./Jl(r/J) = coker0.l./Jl(r/J), we have a
natural map
8.l./ Jl (r/J): L.l./Jlr/J ~ L.l./Jlr/J.

Theorem 2.2 [2]. For any skew partition AI J.l, the complex L.l./ Jlr/J is free in each
dimension, and the morphism 8.l./Jl(r/J) is an isomorphism. Hence, L.l./Jlr/J is a
universally free complex. (By this, we mean that for a given map r/J: G ~ F of
free R-modules offinite ranks the component of L.l./Jlr/J in each dimension is a
free R-module offinite rank which depends only on the ranks of G, F and not
on the ground ring R.)
As the Schur complex L.l./Jlr/J is universally free, we may ask what a basis for
L.l./Jlr/J is? There are many ways to describe a basis for L.l./Jlr/J in terms of bases
{gl' ... , gn} of G and {~, ... ,fm} of F, but we shall describe two of the
most common ways that arise in practice.
Let B(G, F) = {gl' ... , gn' ~, ... ,fm} be the union of the two bases
totally ordered by
gl < g2 < ... < gn < ~ < fz < ... < fm

and let B(F, G) = {~ , ... , fm' gl' ... ,gn} be the same set totally ordered
by ~ < fz < ... < fm < gl < g2 < ... < gn' Then we call a map, T,
from Il.l./ Jl to B( G, F) a tableau in B( G, F) of shape AI Il. The set of all
such tableaux is denoted by Tab.l./Jl(B(G, F)). Now the domain of d.l./Jl(r/J) is
A.l./Jlr/J = A.l.I-Jllr/J ® ... ® A.l.s-Jlsr/J which can be viewed either as
(4)

L
(DaY®AbIF)® ... ®(DaY®AbsF)
aj+bj=.l.j-Jlj
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or as
(AbIF ®Da G) ® ... ® (Ab'F ®Da G).

"

(5)

L.J

I

aj+bj=;"j-p.j

,

A tableau T in Tab;"/p.(B(G, F)) is called row-standard modG if in each row
of the tableau T, the entries are increasing with repeats allowed only among the
basis elements of G. T is called column-standard mod G if in each column of
T , the entries are increasing with repeats allowed only among the basis elements
of F. T is called standard mod G if it is both row-standard mod G and
column-standard mod G. We note that when G has the empty base (i.e., G =
0) the tableau T may be called row-standard, column-standard, or standard
in the above definitions, respectively. If F has the empty base (i.e., F = 0),
then the tableau T may be called co-row-standard, co-column-standard, or costandard in the above definitions, respectively.
If, now, we take a tableau T E Tab;"/p.(B(G, F)) which is row-standard
modG, then we may associate to such a tableau a basis element ZT of A;,,/p.¢
as follows: if the entries in the ith row of Tare

(where

Ee

j

J

= a j , and ai

Z

Tj

+ bi = Ai - J1.;) , then the element

= gIl~ejl) gl2(e j) . . . glk~ejk) ® J1'.i A ... A Jib.
r.
l

J

is a basis element of DaG ® Ab F and ZT = ZT ® ... ® ZT is a basis element
I
s
of (4). Conversely, given a basis element of Z of (4), we can assign to it
a tableau Tz in Tab;"/p.(B(G, F)) which is row-standard modG. The above
discussion and definitions can be repeated with B(F, G) and (5) in places of
B( G, F) and (4). Notice that the same conclusion holds for any order of the
basis elements of G and F , not only for the ones B( G, F) and B(F, G) we
have chosen. Thus, from now on, when we do not specify the order of the basis
elements of G and F, we assume that we have chosen some order, once and
for all, and we denote by B(¢) such a totally ordered set of the basis elements
of G and F.
j

J

Theorem 2.3 [2]. A basis for L;,,/p.¢ is given by {d;"/p.(¢)(ZT)IT is standard
mod G in Tab;"/p.(B(¢))}.
Remark that Theorem 2.2 and 2.3 are usually called the standard basis theorem for Schur complexes. If T is standard modG in Tab;"/p.(B(¢)) , we call
d;"/p.(¢)(ZT) a standard basis element of L;,,/p.¢' If G = 0, then we call those
theorems the standard basis theorem for Schur modules. But if F = 0, then
we call those the standard basis theorem for Weyl modules.
An important consequence of the standard basis theorem is the decomposition by filtration of the Schur complex L A (¢! EEl ¢2)' Let ¢: G --+ F be the
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direct sum ¢;I EEl ¢;2 of two maps ¢;i: Gi --+ Fi ' and let A = AI tJ. be a skew partition. From (2) we have the direct sum decomposition of the chain complex
AA¢;:
AA¢; = 'LAa/p¢;1 ®A)./a¢;2
where the sum is over all sequences (J such that tJ. ~ (J ~ A. Now for any such
sequence )I we define subcomplexes

M./L A¢;) = dA(¢;)

('L

Aa/p¢;1 ® A)./a¢;2) ,

a~y

(6)

My(L A¢;)

= dA(¢;)

('LAa/P¢;1 ®A)./a¢;2) ,
a>y
where d A(¢;): AA¢; --+ SA¢; is the Schur map and the summations are restricted
to partitions (J satisfying tJ. ~ (J ~ A. The inequalities (J ~ )I and (J > )I refer
to the lexicographic order on sequences of natural numbers. Thus (J > )I means
that (JI = )II' ... , (Ji =)li and (Ji+1 > )li+1 for some i. Notice that if )I is not
a partition, then it is clear from (6) that My(L A¢;) equals My(L A¢;). If )I is a
partition, it is equally clear that My(LA¢;) equals My(LA¢;) where -p denotes
the smallest partition >)1 in the lexicographic order.
We have a filtration {My(LA¢;)ItJ. ~ )I ~ A} of LA¢; by chain complexes,
decreasing as a partition )I increases in the lexicographic order. It should be
observed from the straightening law [2] that the summations in (6) can be allowed to range over all sequences (J, tJ. ~ (J ~ A, satisfying (J ~ )I and (J > )I ,
respectively.
Theorem 2.4 [2]. If)l is a partition, tJ.
phism of chain complexes

~

)I

~

A, then there is a natural isomor-

Ly/p¢;1 ® L)./y¢;2 2:: My(LA¢;)IM/L A¢;)

induced by the restriction of dA(¢;): A A¢;--+ LA¢; to
Ay/p¢;1 ® A)./y¢;2

--+

My(L A¢;)·

Hence, the associated graded object of the filtration {My(L A¢;)} is naturally isomorphic to the direct sum

'L
y

Ly/p¢;1 ® L)./y¢;2

of complexes where the sum is over all partitions )I satisfying tJ.

~

)I ~ A .

From the decomposition result (3) for a direct sum, this theorem can be
reformulated for convenience as follows.
Corollary 2.5. If A is the shape matrix corresponding to a skew partition AI tJ.,
and integers a, b satisfy a+b = IAI, then the complex LA(¢;I ' ¢;2; a, b) admits
a natural filtration

{My(LA(¢;I' ¢;2; a, b))ItJ.

~)I ~

A, 1)l/tJ.1 = a, IAlyl = b}
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by subcomplexes so that the associated graded complex is
L LYI/l4>1 ® LAly4>2
where the sum is taken over all partitions y such that 11and IAlYI = b.

~

y

~

A, I yI 11-1 = a,

One of the consequences of Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 is a decomposition
formula for the chain module (LA 4» j in dimension j of the Schur complex
LA4>, where again A = AII1- is a skew partition and 4>: G -+ F is a map of free
R-modules.
Corollary 2.6 [2]. There is a natural filtration by R-modules of (L A 4»j whose
associated graded module is naturally isomorphic to

L LYI/lF ® KAlyG,
y

where the sum is over all partitions y satisfying 11-

~

Y~ A and IAlYI =

j.

To complete this section, we stress the fact that Theorem 2.4 and Corollary
2.5 give filtrations of complex (whenever 4> = 4>1 E9 4>2)' while Corollary 2.6
gives a filtration of modules (for any 4».
3.

PIERI FORMULAS FOR SCHUR COMPLEXES

In this section, we will prove the characteristic-free versions for Schur complexes of Pieri formulas for symmetric functions (or Schubert cycles).
Over a field R of characteristic zero the irreducible polynomial representations of GL(F) are the vector spaces LAF, where A = (AI' ... ,As) with
Al ~ dimF. The tensor product LAF ® SpF is again a representation, and
since GL(F) is linearly reductive, we have

LAF ® SpF

2::

LL(JF
(J

where (J runs over all partitions of weight IAI + p containing A subject to the
restriction that the diagram of (J I A contains at most one box in each row. Similarly, the tensor product LA F ® AP F decomposes into the direct sum E p L pF
where p again ranges over those partitions of weight IAI + p containing A, but
now subject to the condition that piA contains at most one box in each column.
In [1], these two decompositions were proved in a form that is valid over any
commutative ring R.
A natural question, then, is whether the same decompositions hold for Schur
complexes. We begin with the skew Pieri formulas.
Theorem 3.1. Let R be any commutative ring, 4>: G -+ F any homomorphism
offinitely generated free R-modules, and A any partition. Then
(a) L AIWl 4> admits a natural filtration whose associated graded complex is
isomorphic to E/l L/l4> where the sum is taken over all partitions 11- ~ A such
that 111-1 = IAI - p and Ai - 1 ~ l1-i ~ Ai for all i;
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(b) L;./(p)¢ admits a natural filtration whose associated graded complex is
isomorphic to I:v Lv ¢ where the sum is taken over all partitions 11 ~ A such
that 1111 = IAI- p and lj - 1 ~ Vj ~ lj for all j.
Proof. (a) Let us take'll: 0 - R to be the zero map. Using Corollary 2.5 we
know that L;. ('II, ¢; p, IAI - p), which is isomorphic to L;. (¢, 'II; IAI - p , p)
has two natural filtrations which yield the following two decompositions:

L;. ('II, ¢; p,

IAI -

p) ~

L

y9

Ly'll ® L;./y¢ up to filtration,

Iyl=p

L;.(¢, 'II;

IAI- p, p) ~

L

Jl9
1;'/JlI=p

LJl¢ ® L;'/Jl'll up to filtration.

Since'll: 0 - R is a zero map, Ly'll = 0, unless y is the partition (lp), and
in this case L W)'II ~ (0 - R - 0). Therefore, we have

IAI- p) ~ L;./W)¢·
L;'/Jl'll = 0 unless A/ J1 contains at most one box

L;.('II, ¢; p,

On the other hand, we have
in each row, in which case L;'/Jl'll ~ (0 - R - 0). Hence, we get exactly the
statement (a).
(b) To see the formula (b), we will follow the same line of reasoning as
that of formula (a), but we need some minor modifications. Consider a zero
map'll: R - 0 (see the difference in the zero maps here and there). Using
Corollary 2.5, we know that L;.('II, ¢;p, IAI- p), which is isomorphic to
L;. (¢, 'II; IAI - p , p), has two natural filtrations which yield the following two
decompositions:
L;. ('II , ¢; p,

IAI -

p) ~

L

Ly'll ® L;./y¢ up to filtration,

y~;'

Iyl=p

L;. (¢, 'II;

IAI -

p , p) ~

L

ve;.

Lv¢ ® L;./v 'II up to filtration.

1;'/z7i=p

Since'll: R - 0 is a zero map, Ly'll = 0 unless y is the partition (p), and
in this case L(p) 'II ~ (0 - R - 0). Therefore, we have L;.('II, ¢; p, IAI- p) ~
L;./(p)¢. On the other hand, we have L;./v'll = 0 unless A/II contains at most
one box in each column, in which case L;./v 'II ~ (0 - R - 0). Thus, formula
(b) now follows from the above discussion.
As special cases of Theorem 3.1, we obtain the Pieri formulas for Schur
complexes.
Theorem 3.2. Let R be any commutative ring, ¢: G - F any homomorphism
offinitely generated free modules, and A any partition. Then
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(a) L).¢>®Sp¢> admits a natural filtration whose associated graded complex is

isomorphic to La La¢> where the sum is taken over all partitions (J such that
I(JI = IAI + p and Ai ~ (Ji ~ Ai + 1 for all i;
(b) L). ¢> ® A P ¢> admits a natural filtration whose associated graded complex
is isomorphic to Lp Lp¢> where the sum is taken over all partitions p such that

Ipi ",; IAI + p

and

:Xj ~ Pj ~ :Xj + 1 for all

j.

Proof. (a) If we let A = (AI' .•. ,As) be a partition with As

,

=i' 0

and

A = (AI + 1 , ... , As + 1, 1, ... , 1 )

--..-P

a partition formed by adjoining s + p ones to A, then it follows from the
definition of the Schur complex that L). ¢> ® Sp¢> ~ L)"/(I')¢>' A diagram of
A,' I (1s) is pictured below:

If we now apply formula (a) of Theorem 3.11, we immediately recover formula (a).
(b) As regards formula (b), we take A," to be the partition (AI +p, Al ' ... , As)
and note that L).¢> ® AP ¢> ~ L).II /().I)¢>' We then apply formula (b) of Theorem
3.1 to L).II/().I)¢> and obtain formula (b).
Recalling that if ¢>: 0 ~ F (that is, G = 0) then L)./JJ¢> is L)'/JJF in dimension zero, and if ¢>: G ~ 0 (that is, F = 0) then L)./JJ¢> is K)'/JJG in dimension
IAI.u1 (the number of boxes in the skew shape), we obtain the following results.

Corollary 3.3. Let R be any commutative ring, and let F denote any finitely
generated free R-module. Then one has the isomorphisms (up to filtrations,
obviously):
(a) L)./W)F ~ L JJ LJJF, where .u runs over all partitions such that .u ~ A,
l.ul = IAI - p , and Ai - 1 ~ .ui ~ Ai for all i;
(b) L)./(p)F ~ Lv LvF, where v runs over all partitions such that v ~ A,

Ivl = IAI- p , and :Xj -

1 ~ Vj ~ :Xj for all j;
(c) K)./W)F ~ L JJ KJJF, where .u runs over all partitions such that .u ~ A,
l.ul = IAI - p, and Ai - 1 ~ .ui ~ Ai for all i;
(d) K)./(p)F ~ Lv F, where v runs over all partitions such that v ~ A,

Ivl = IAI -

p , and

:Xj -

1~

Vj ~ :Xj

for all j.
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Corollary 3.4. Let R be any commutative ring, and let F denote any finitely
generatedfree R-module. Then one has the isomorphisms (up to filtration, obviously):
(a) L).F ®SpF ?: Eu LuF, where a runs over all partitions such that a :2 A,
lal = IAI + p , and Ai ~ (Ji ~ Ai + 1 for all i;
(b) L). F ® A P F ?: E p L pF , where p runs over all partitions such that p :2 A,

Ipi = IAI + p , and I j ~ Pj ~ I j + 1 for all

j;

Eu KuF , where (J runs over all partitions such that (J :2 A,
~ a i ~ Ai + 1 for all i;
(d) K).F ®DpG?: Ep KpF , where p runs over all partitions such that p :2 A,
(c) K). F

® A P F ?:

lal = IAI + p , and Ai

Ipl = IAI + p , and I j ~ Pj ~ I j + 1 for all
4.

j.

LITTLEWOOD-RICHARDSON RULES

In this section we will provide useful descriptions of Littlewood-Richardson
coefficients. Let us first review some preliminary notions in Combinatorics.
A finite sequence a = (ai' ... , an) of positive integers is said to be a lattice
permutation, if for each k = 1 , ... , n , the number of times i appears in the
subsequences (ai' ... , ak ) is not less than the number of times i + 1 appears in
there, for every positive integer i. E.g., (1, 1 , 2, 2, 1 , 2, 3) is a lattice permutation; (1,1,2,2,2,1,3) is not a lattice permutation. If a = (ai' ... , an)
is any sequence of positive integers, its content is defined to be the sequence
v = (VI' v 2 ' .•• ) , where Vi is the number of times i appears in a. It follows
that a is a lattice permutation if and only if the content of (ai' ... , ak ) is a partition for each k = 1, ... , n. More generally, a finite sequence (Xi'
... ,Xi)
1
m
from an ordered set B = {XI ~ ... ~ xn} is called a lattice permutation if
(iI' ... , irn) forms a lattice permutation of numbers.
Lemma 4.1 [2]. There is a bijection between the set of lattice permutations of
content V and the set of standard tableaux of shape v with distinct entries from
the set {I, 2, ... , n}, where n is the weight of v.
Proof. To see this let T be row-standard tableau of shape v with distinct entries 1, ... , n. Each i E {I , ... , n} appears as an entry TU, k). Let a i = j
and define Q(T) to be the sequence (a l , •.• ,an) of content v. Conversely,
if a = (ai' ... ,an) is a sequence of content v, let (a k ' ••. , ak ) be the subI
sequence of a with entries equal to i. Define p(a) to be the row-standard
tableau of shape v given by p(a)(i, j) = k j • It is clear that Q and pare
inverses. An easy induction argument on n shows that p takes lattice permutations to standard tableaux and that Q does the reverse, giving the desired
bijection.
"j

As an illustration,
following tableau.

p takes the lattice permutation (1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2) to the
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-

1

2

3

6

4

J

5

Suppose that T is a tableau of shape v. Then its transpose T is the tableau
of shape v given by T( i , j) = TU, i). It is clear that T = T and if T is a
standard tableau with distinct entries, then so is T. Now let a = (ai' ... , an)
be a lattice permutation of content v. We define its transpose Ii to be the
lattice permutation a(p(a)) of content v, so that i = a. It is easy to see that
Ii = (ai' ... , an)' where a i is the number of ak such that ak = a i and k:5 i.
Furthermore, we define the content of a tableau T in TabA/V ( {I , 2, ... , n})
to be the sequence in N°O whose ith term is the number of times the element
i appears as an entry in T.
Now let T be a standard tableau in TabA/v({l, 2, ... ,n}). We define two
sequences Ass T and .9I'ss T associated with T as follows:
- Ass T is the sequence of T formed by listing the entries of T from bottom
to top in each column, starting with the left-most column and continuing to the
right;
-.9I'ss T is the sequence of T formed by listing the entries of T from left
to right in each row, starting with the bottom row and continuing to the top.
Definition 4.2. The Littlewood-Richardson coefficient (or LR-coefficient, for
short) C~v is the number of standard tableaux T in TabA/) {I, ... , iii}) of
content li such that Ass T is a lattice permutation.
It is easy to see that C~v

= C:/l'

and C~v

=0

unless

IAI = llil + Ivl

and

Ii, v S;;; A. A tableau T is a Littlewood-Richardson ("LR", for short) tableau
if Ass T is a lattice permutation. Thus C~v is the number of standard LR-

tableaux of content li in TabA/v({ 1 , 2, ... , iii})' Now we will prove that
Ass T may be replaced by .9I'ss T in the above definition. This allows us a
little bit more freedom for computing the coefficients C~v in practice. For the
convenience of simplicity, we consider all the tableaux in the following as those
with values in {I, 2, ... , n} for a suitable integer n.

Proposition 4.3. Given a pair of partitions v S;;; A, let T be a standard LRtableau of shape A/v that has more than one row. If Tl is the tableau obtained
by erasing the top row of T, then Ass Tl is a lattice permutation.
Proof. If we let Ass Tl = (ai' a2 , ••• , an)' then it is clearly enough to show
that the content of (ai' ... ,ak ) is a partition for each k = 1, ... , n. From
the proof of Lemma 4.1, fi(Ass T) is a tableau whose shape is the content of
T , and the entries in the top row of T correspond to the outside boxes in the
rows of the diagram of fi(Ass T). If we let a' to be a subsequence listed from
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a l Up to ak in Ass T (note that a l and ak are not in the top row of T), the
content of a' is a partition because Ass T is a lattice permutation. Notice that
the sequence (ai' ... ,ak ) can be obtained from a' by erasing all the entries
in the top row of T. Now observe that the diagram obtained by erasing an
extremal box in the diagram whose shape is a partition has again the shape of a
partition. (A box is extremal if it is an outside comer, i.e., if it has no neighbor
to its right or below it.) If we let

bl

.. . bl

be the top row of T and the entries bl < b2 < ... < bi are involved in the
sequence a' , then the box in p(a') corresponding to bi is extremal. Thus, the
diagram obtained by erasing that extremal box in p(a') corresponding to bi
has the shape of a partition. Using the same argument as above, we next keep
erasing the boxes in p(a') corresponding to bi _ I , ••• , bl ' one after another,
to obtain the sequence of the diagrams whose shapes are partitions. This shows
that the diagram of p« a l ' ... , ak )) has the shape of a partition. It then follows
from Lemma 4.1 that the content of (ai' ... ,ak ) is a partition.
Theorem 4.4. Given a pair of partitions v ~ A, let T be a standard LR-tableau
of shape A/v. Then .xIss T is a lattice permutation.
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on the number r(A/v) of rows of the
diagram 11)"/11' observing that .xIss T = Ass T is a lattice permutation in the
trivial case r(A/v) = 1. Assuming the theorem is true for all such T's with
the number of rows ~ r(A/v) - 1, let us prove it for a standard LR-tableau T
with r(A/v) rows. From Proposition 4.3, Ass TI is a lattice permutation and
so .xIss TI := (ai' ... , an) is a lattice permutation by our induction hypothesis.

Using the same notation as in Proposition 4.3, we have
.xIss T

= (ai'

... , an' b l

, ••• ,

bl)'

Therefore, it is clearly enough to show that the content of (a l ,· •• , an'
b l , •• , ,bi ) is a partition for each i = 1, ... , I. As bl < ... < bl are the entries corresponding to the outside boxes in the rows of the diagram of P(Ass T),
we erase the boxes of P(Ass T) corresponding to the entries bl , bl _ l , ••• , bi+ 1
(starting from bl up to bi+ 1 ' one after another), and then we get the diagram of
p«a l , .. , , an' bl ' ... , bi )). From the proof of Proposition 4.3, the shape of
the diagram of p«a l ' ••• , an' bl ' ... , b)) is a partition, so that the content of
(ai' ... , an' bl ' ... , bi) is a partition. Hence, .xIss T is a lattice permutation.
Next, we claim that if T is any standard tableau and .xIss T is a lattice
permutation then Ass T is also a lattice permutation. Using the same methods given in the proofs of Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 with the column
arguments in place of the row arguments, we obtain:
Proposition 4.5. Given a pair of partitions v ~ A, let T be a standard tableau
of shape A/v that has more than one column, and let .xIss T be a lattice per-
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mutation. IJ TI is the tableau obtained by erasing the right-most column oj T,
then .9Iss TI is a lattice permutation.
Theorem 4.6. Given a pair oj partitions v ~ A, let T be a standard tableau oj
shape A/v, and let .9Iss T be a lattice permutation. Then Ass T is a lattice
permutation.
On the basis of the above theorems, we state the Littlewood-Richardson
coefficients in the following alternative form.
Corollary 4.7. The LR coefficient C~y is the number oj standard tableaux T
in Tab,l,/y({l, ... ,,ul}) oJcontent 11 such that .9IssT isalatticepermutation.
To complete this section, we give a few other rules for the LR coefficients.
We have already noticed in §2 the dual nature of d,l,//J-) and d~//J_). It is
proved as a consequence of the universal freeness of (co)Schur functors in [2]
that (L,l,/p.F)* ~ K l /fi (F*). Working with a field R of characteristic zero, we
know from the Littlewood-Richardson rule [2, 3] that
L,l,/p.F

~

L

C~yLyF and

L

C;iiKii F .

p.~y~,l,

K l /fiF

~

fi~ii~l

Since GL(F) is linear reductive, the GL(F)-modules LyF and KiiF are irreducible and isomorphic, so we have C~y
result.

= C;ii .

Hence, we have the following

Proposition 4.8. The LR coefficient C~y is the number oj standard tableaux T
in Tabl / ii ( {I , ... , ill}) oj content ,u such that Ass T (or equivalently, .91ss T)
is a lattice permutation.
Finally, we transpose all standard tableaux in the above discussion to reformulate the results in terms of co standard tableaux.
Corollary 4.9. The LR coefficient C;y is the number oj costandard tableaux
T in Tabl / ii ({ 1 , ... , ,ul}) oj content 11 such that the sequence associated to T
(formed by listing the entries oj T Jrom top to bottom in each column, starting
with the right-most column) is a lattice permutation.
Corollary 4.10. The LR coefficient C~y is the number oj costandard tableaux
T in Tab,l,/y ( {I , ... , 11 I}) oj content ,u such that the sequence associated to T
(formed by listing the entries oj T Jrom top to bottom in each column, starting
with the right-most column) is a lattice permutation.
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